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Abstract

Clinical proteomics are unthinkable without the extensive use of meta-analysis. By the development of the

Proteomics Identification Database Engine (PRIDE) extensive markup language (XML) data format in 2005 a

standardized data format for proteomics data publishing was created. Here we present the Griss Proteomics

Database Engine (GPDE, http://www.griss.co.at/?GPDE): an open source web-based bioinformatic tool that uses

the possibilities of this standardized data format to create biologically-based meta-analysis over an unlimited

number of proteomics experiments. Its aims are (1) to be fully compatible with the PRIDE XML data schema,

(2) to integrate the data of different experiments or projects based on specially defined “cell types” thus dissolv-

ing the “borders” between different experiments and (3) to provide an intuitive web interface to access data

otherwise only accessible via complex queries. The GPDE is free software and available for download under the

terms of the Affero General Public License (AGPL, http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/agpl-3.0.html). The GPDE

is currently used by the Clinical Proteomics Laboratories at the Medical University of Vienna (CPL/MUW)

(available at http://www.meduniwien.ac.at/proteomics/database). There the GPDE is used in three different ways:

1) as an in silico alternative to multiple Western analyses; 2) to provide easy access to cellular proteome refer-
ence maps and 3) to reliably support the assessment of the specificity of biomarker candidates.
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Abbreviations

AGPL Affero General Public License

AJAX asynchronous JavaScript and XML

CPL/MUW Clinical Proteomics Laboratories at the Medi-

cal University of Vienna cv, controlled vocabulary

GPDE Griss Proteomics Database Engine

PICR service Protein Identifier Cross-Reference Ser-

vice

PRIDE Proteomics Identification Database Engine

RDBMS relational database management system

XML extensive markup language

Introduction

The Proteomics Identifications Database Engine (PRIDE) 

has revolutionized proteomics publishing (Martens et al., 2005).

Compared to other fields of science proteomics data can

hardly be condensed. It is not possible to, for example, cal-

culate the “average” of a proteome profile or to give the

standard deviation of such results. Thus, up until the launch

of public repositories such as PRIDE the main way to

present the identified proteins was as a supplementary

printed list. Such a list is not only a burden to read but also

nearly inaccessible to automated systems. With the devel-

opment of the PRIDE extensive markup language (XML)

data format for proteome analysis data a great alternative

to these lists was created.

PRIDE XML allows the researcher to easily publish re-
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sults in a computer readable format. The grade of detail to

which the identifications are presented is very much open

to the researcher (Jones et al., 2006). Thereby, meta-analy-

sis in a way that no one could ever have dreamed of before

were made possible. Today, three years after the initial pre-

sentation of PRIDE the database holds over 9000 experi-

ments with more than 2 million identified proteins (state Janu-

ary 2009). In 2008 a BioMart interface was added to PRIDE

enabling more complex queries (Jones et al., 2008). The

great power of PRIDE together with this new tool

still comes with a user interface that needs some time to get

used to. A researcher with neither bioinformatic background

nor bioinformatic support might find it hard to use the vast

potential that this set of bioinformatic tools provides.

For clinical proteomics the use of meta-analysis across

the data of several experiments is vital. Only by pooling the

data of several experiments and crosschecking these re-

sults with other data sets reliable clinical proteomic results

can be produced. The Griss Proteomics Database Engine

(GPDE) is designed to simplify this task.

The GPDE may serve as an easily accessible and reli-

able in silico alternative to Western analyses to all biolo-

gists. It organizes inserted experiments around so called “cell

types” thus creating a “biological” meta-analysis over an

unlimited number of single experiments. Furthermore, it is

specifically designed to be easy to use so that a researcher

without extensive bioinformatic support can use the vast

potential that lies within the PRIDE XML standard. From

the researcher’s point of view no extra efforts are neces-

sary to use the GPDE as the same files that are submitted

to or downloaded from PRIDE can be inserted in the GPDE.

Furthermore, the PRIDE development collaboration con-

stantly improves methods to convert proteomics mass spec-

trometry data from different sources into the PRIDE XML

format (for more information see the PRIDE project page

at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride). Thus, also researcher not

using the PRIDE database to publish data will find it in-

creasingly simple to convert their data into the PRIDE XML

format.

In short the GPDE has three aims: (1) to be fully compat-

Figure 1: Flow chart of inserting data into the GPDE. When analyzing primary or cultured cells using mass spectrom-

etry, huge amounts of data are generated. The PRIDE XML data format is a standardized data format for such experiments.

The GPDE now uses the possibilities provided by this data format to reorganize the proteomics data around cell types. Thus,

a biological view on the different experiments is created.
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ible with the PRIDE XML data schema, (2) to integrate the

data of different experiments or projects based on specially

defined “cell types” thus dissolving the “borders” between

different experiments and (3) to provide an intuitive web

interface to access data otherwise only accessible via com-

plex queries.

Materials and Methods

The GPDE was developed using the PHP programming

language ( ) on the server side and the

JavaScript programming language for the client side. The

database was planned and created using MySQL Work-

bench 5.0 OSS which was also used to create Figure 2. To

enhance the user interface asynchronous JavaScript and

XML (AJAX) was employed using the Prototype JavaScript

framework by Sam Stephenson version 1.6 (http://

www.prototypejs.org/) as well as the script.aculo.us

JavaScript libraries by Thomas Fuchs version 1.8 (http://

script.aculo.us). As relational database management sys-

tem (RDBMS) MySQL version 5.1 (http://www.mysql.com)

was used.

Results

Data organization by the GPDE

The GPDE is a web based application with a relational

database based on the PRIDE XML format (Figure 2). It

organizes the proteomics data around so called “cell types”,

Figure 2: Simplified structure of the GPDE database. For clarity reasons tables not vital to the understanding of the

GPDE were omitted. The complete structure of the GPDE database can be downloaded from the project page (http://

www.griss.co.at/?GPDE).

http://www.php.net
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thereby creating a completely biologically based view rather

than an experimentally based view on the proteomics data

(Figure 1).

A “cell type” as defined in the GPDE has four properties:

the species, the tissue, the cell type (as defined in the CL

ontology) and the “cell state”. The “cell state” defines

whether or not a characteristic functional program of the

cell was activated. In the database these properties are

stored as controlled vocabulary (cv) accessions (Figure 2).

The *_string variables hold the corresponding “human read-

able” description displayed to the user. When a PRIDE XML

file is imported into the GPDE database these four proper-

ties must be manually set. The PRIDE XML data format

has the functionality to include this information with every

sample’s data but since this information is optional it is de-

liberately not evaluated by the GPDE. Furthermore, that

way certain pitfalls that may arise when defining a sample

in the PRIDE XML format can be avoided. For example,

when defining the cell type using the BRENDA ontology

rather than the CL ontology a cell type may get interpreted

as a type of tissue. Should a user not be aware of these

inherent structural features valuable data might not be found

by a query and thus be lost to this user.

In addition to cell types the GPDE database is constructed

around the identified proteins. Proteins are defined by their

accession (Figure 2, table “protein”). Currently the GPDE

only supports SwissProt accessions. When importing an

experiment into the GPDE the conversion from other ac-

cession systems is accomplished using the Protein Identi-

fier Cross-Reference Service (PICR service) at the Euro-

pean Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/

picr

Every protein’s details (like for example identified pep-

tide sequences, percent of sequence coverage, etc.) are in

fact stored several times in the database (Figure 2, table

“protein_coverage”). One time these details are calculated

using all of the protein’s peptides in the database, no matter

which cell they were identified in. There, the field “cell_id”

is set NULL. In case a peptide sequence is found in 

two different experiments only the one with the

higher peptide validation score “counts”. These

“best peptides” are stored in the tables

“protein_has_best_peptide”, taking all of this protein’s pep-

tides into consideration regardless of the cell they were iden-

tified in, and “protein_has_best_peptide_per_cell” (Figure

2). The type of peptide score used is not limited but has to

be homogeneous throughout the database (for example only

peptides using the SpectrumMill score or only peptides us-

ing the Mascot score). Another entry exists for every cell

type the protein was identified in. In this cell specific entry

only peptides found in this particular cell type are consid-

ered. That way already at the level of the database a com-

pletely biologically based structure of the data is achieved

and the “borders” between the single experiments dissolve.

The type of peptide score used throughout the database

must be set during the installation of the software. If the

user tries to insert an experiment not using this score an

error is produced and the operation is cancelled. This re-

striction of a homogenous peptide score limits the possibility

of the GPDE to combine any different experiments from

public repositories. Nevertheless, we believe that the possi-

bility to provide the user with reliable information on how

“secure” an identification is justifies this restrain. However,

we are already working on a way to support multiple con-

current peptide scores.

The following workflow demonstrates how the database

works: An experiment on immature dendritic cells contain-

ing Ezrin as the single identified protein is imported into a

database. This database already contains another experi-

ment on endothelial cells where Ezrin was identified, too.

The “global” entry (table “protein_coverage” where “cell_id

= NULL” as well as table “protein_has_best_peptide”) for

Ezrin will then be updated for the peptides identified in the

experiment on dendritic cells. This entry then contains all of

Ezrin’s attributes calculated from all peptides in the data-

base – regardless of the cell or the experiment they were

identified in. Furthermore, a new entry for “Ezrin in den-

dritic cells” will be created (table “protein_coverage” with

“cell_id = id of immature dendritic cells” as well as several

new entries in “protein_has_best_peptide_per_cell”). This

entry contains the same attributes as the “global” entry but

is only based on the peptides identified in dendritic cells. If,

in our example, another experiment on dendritic cells was

added both the “global” as well as the (now already exist-

ing) “Ezrin in dendritic cells” entry would be updated for

the new peptides in this experiment but no new entry would

be created.

Accessing data in the GPDE

The user has two main options to view the data of the

database: either from the “protein’s point of view” or from

the “cell’s point of view”. Proteins can be queried by their

accession as well as their name. Currently, only SwissProt

accessions are supported at query level. Cells can be que-

ried by species, tissue, cell type or cell state as described

above.

After such a query a list of proteins or cells is returned.

).
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Figure 3: “Protein view”. Screen shot of a protein entry in the GPDE.

This set of results is the “gateway” to the actual two “views”

of the database:

A protein entry displays all available information about

the protein as well as the complete list of peptides identified

of this protein (Figure 3). In addition, a list of all cell types in

which this protein was identified is shown with the option to

select one of these cell types.

A cell entry shows a list of all proteins identified in this

cell (Figure 4). When clicking on a protein, a window opens

showing additional information as well as the peptides of

this protein, all in respect of this cell type only. Furthermore,

the user has the option to filter the results based on any of

the available fields and to export the list of identified pro-

teins as a text file.

When using this web based interface different experi-

ments become indistinguishable to the user and the impres-

sion of one big result set is given. The experiments which

make up this integrated result set are only accessible in the

peptide’s details.

Discussion

With the development of the PRIDE XML schema a new

form of proteomics data aggregation was made possible.

The GPDE uses this possibility to combine different

proteomics experiments based on their cell types only and

blends them together in one big result set. Thus, meta-analysis

can easily be generated not only across the “borders” of

different experiments but also across the findings of differ-

ent research teams.

The quality of the data in PRIDE, as in any other public

repository, is rather heterogeneous. A meta-analysis over

the whole repository would therefore be of indefinable quality

rendering the whole meta-analysis questionable. Therefore,

the GPDE was deliberately designed to only contain a se-

lected subset of available experiments. To create a biologi-

cally based meta-analysis all experiments have to be im-

ported into the GPDE by hand and must be manually
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retagged (see Results, data organization). This process pro-

vides the administrator of a GPDE installation with the pos-

sibility of selectively inserting experiments of comparable

quality only. In addition, the GPDE provides the user with

protein scores giving an indication on how secure an identi-

fication is. Thereby the GPDE tackles the immanent prob-

lem of any meta-analysis that given results are hard to re-

trace as it provides the user with instant access to the com-

plete underlying peptide identification details. This feature

currently comes with the restriction that only experiments

using the same type of peptide identification score can be

inserted into the GPDE. Without this feature a user could

no longer assess the validity of a single identification and

consequently the whole result set would be questionable.

The GPDE is being developed under the Affero General

Public License (AGPL) and is freely available from its

project page (http://www.griss.co.at/?GPDE). The GPDE

has several applications: An example would be making the

findings of experiments available in a local intranet thus al-

ready providing not yet published data internally for further

meta-analysis. Another possibility would be presenting the

combined proteomics findings of a research group to the

public on the institutional web page. This application is cur-

rently used by the Clinical Proteomics Laboratories at the

Medical University of Vienna (CPL/MUW). On this “live”

example several further applications of the GPDE are dis-

cussed.

GPDE @ MUW: The CPL/MUW proteomics data-

base

As presented above the GPDE was designed to facilitate

a biological approach to clinical proteomics data by organiz-

ing protein identification data around cell types. The CPL/

MUW have made use of the GPDE to provide access to

their proteomics experiments (CPL/MUW database avail-

able at http://www.meduniwien.ac.at/proteomics/database).

Figure 4: “Cell view”. Screen shot of a cell entry in the GPDE.
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Here the GPDE is used in three different ways: 1) as an in

silico alternative to multiple Western analyses; 2) to pro-

vide easy access to cellular proteome reference maps and

3) to reliably support the assessment of the specificity of

biomarker candidates.

An in silico alternative to multiple western analy-

s i s

The most common way to identify a protein in a labora-

tory is Western analysis. With the aid of a specific antibody,

the presence of a protein in a sample can be assessed. An-

other independent technology for protein identification is

mass spectrometry. Here, the identification of specific amino

acid sequences serves to identify the corresponding pro-

teins. Alternatively to applying an antibody to cell lysates

for Western analysis, an in silico search of the correspond-

ing protein can be performed. Each of more than 4 500

different proteins can currently be searched in the CPL/

MUW database which is powered by the GPDE. The GPDE

returns two different data sets per individual search. First,

the user gets a list of peptides identified by mass spectrom-

etry and assigned to the corresponding protein. These data

give an indication how well the protein is accessible via mass

spectrometry. The peptide identification scores (currently

SpectrumMill scores only) indicate the chance of false posi-

tive identifications. More peptide identifications per protein

improve the confidence level accordingly. Second, the user

gets a list of cell types which were found to express the

corresponding protein. This information may be seen like

different lanes in a Western experiment. The cell types ex-

pressing the searched protein are listed by the GPDE, cor-

responding to positive bands in a Western assay. The pep-

tide identification data provided per cell type indicate the

reliability of identification and provide a semi-quantitative

measure of protein abundance. As a conclusion, the user is

able to get a complete view on the specificity of the inves-

tigated protein expression.

Multiple cellular proteome reference maps

A major limitation for appropriate interpretation of clinical

proteome analysis data is the lack of valid references. This

applies to every researcher wanting to assess biological

implications and the quality of a proteome profile experi-

ment. Comparison to references provides a large number

of expected positive controls and may greatly facilitate the

identification of contaminants. Furthermore, specific aber-

rations due to e.g. disease states may be identified more

easily. Thus, proteome reference maps are a powerful data

assessment and quality control tool applicable to a large

variety of samples and analyses. By means of the GPDE,

we provide an easy and reliable access to proteome refer-

ence maps of 20 cell types currently represented in the CPL/

MUW database. Selecting a cell type returns a list of all

proteins identified therein. The list contains all protein analysis

details including mass analysis data and can be downloaded

for further applications according to individual requirements.

Reliable support for the assessment of the specific-

ity of biomarker candidates

A disease biomarker is only valuable if the expression is

robustly and specifically associated with the certain disease.

A classical strategy for biomarker discovery is the com-

parative analysis of tissue or serum samples derived from

healthy individuals versus diseased patients. Proteins which

appear to be regulated may often result from epiphenom-

ena not causally related to the corresponding disease or may

occur in many different other diseases (Zolg, 2006). It is a

lot of effort to validate biomarker candidates, often beyond

the financial capabilities of laboratories.

The relation of protein expression profiles to cells and

specific cell states as realized by means of the GPDE may

offer a solution to this problem. We are convinced that there

still is a large number of biomarkers to be discovered. Spe-

cific cell types and specific cell states are inevitably associ-

ated with specific protein expression profiles. Any disease

is associated with alterations of the cell composition of tis-

sue compartments in addition to alterations of functional cell

states. As a result, any disease will always be accompanied

by the expression of characteristic proteins, which may serve

as biomarkers. Aberrantly expressed proteins which may

serve as biomarkers will be expressed by a specific cell

type in an aberrant tissue location or by cells which have

entered an aberrant but characteristic functional cell state.

In order to support the identification and assessment of such

candidate biomarker proteins, the GPDE organizes proteome

profiles around cells and cell states. If a clinical study iden-

tifies a candidate biomarker protein, a simple search in the

CPL/MUW database may demonstrate whether or not the

protein has the required expression specificity. If a candi-

date biomarker is found to be expressed by several cell types

at relatively high abundance, it will be of rather poor speci-

ficity. If a candidate biomarker is found to be expressed by

few or a single cell type only and also is plausibly associ-

ated with the corresponding disease, it may have high speci-

ficity. If a candidate biomarker protein is found to be ex-

pressed by specifically activated cells only, this information

may substantially contribute to the understanding of the dis-

ease pathology.
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Future Developments

There is still a lot of room for further development of the

GPDE. New features that hopefully will be completed in

the near future are: A second search function that allows

the creation of more complex queries and the comparison

of the result sets of these queries, the support of multiple

export formats as well as the support for different acces-

sion systems at query level.

Summary

By developing the PRIDE XML data format a standard-

ized data format for proteomics data publishing was cre-

ated. Furthermore, clinical proteomics are unthinkable with-

out the extensive use of meta-analysis. The GPDE is meant

as a simple and easy to use solution to this problem: It com-

bines different proteomics experiments available in the

PRIDE XML format to specifically defined “cell types“.

Thus, the different experiments become indistinguishable to

the user and a completely “biologically” based view on the

proteomics data is generated. The GPDE is free software

under the terms of the AGPL and available for download at

http://www.griss.co.at/?GPDE. Currently, the first institu-

tion to use the GPDE is the CPL/MUW, available at http://

www.meduniwien.ac.at/proteomics/database
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